BEAUTY CALL!
Think getting glamorous takes sacrifice? Think again.
We’ve scoured the ATL and found some of the city’s best treatments
to indulge your body, face and soul!
PRODUCED BY SARAH CROSLAND AND SARAH GLEIM, WITH
AMANDA LESTER TREVELINO

AS ANYONE WHO’S ENDURED A MEAGER MASSAGE CAN ATTEST, NOT ALL BEAUTY
TREATMENTS ARE CREATED EQUAL. LUCKILY FOR LOCAL LOVELIES, ATLANTA IS FILLED
WITH SPAS, SALONS AND FITNESS CENTERS READY TO RUB, WRAP, SCRUB AND STRETCH
YOU INTO YOUR MOST STUNNING SELF–AND WE’VE COVERED THEM ALL. FROM A
LUXURIOUS MILK AND HONEY BATH TO AN INTENSE PRE-DAWN WORKOUT, WE’RE
REVEALING THE CITY’S BEST IN BEAUTY. IT’S TIME TO GET GORGEOUS... INSIDE AND OUT!

[SPA STARS]
BLUE CRUSH
After more than two years as an Atlanta
staple, when it comes to relaxation and
looking good, the 6,000-square-foot Blue
MedSpa has certainly gained a rep as one of
the best spas in town. From a Thai massage
that includes yoga, deep breathing and
stretching to an advanced non-invasive
cellulite and toning treatment that promises
smoother skin in those pesky spots (who
doesn’t want that?), there are few services this
sleek Midtown oasis doesn’t offer. (You can
even get cosmetic treatments including
Botox, chemical peels and laser hair removal!)
404.815.8881 or www.bluemedspa.com.
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THE GREAT ESCAPE
We’ve never met a Ritz we didn’t like and
the The Ritz-Carlton Lodge, Reynolds
Plantation is no exception. This secluded
luxury resort on the shores of Lake Oconee
is just 75 miles from Atlanta, but feels a
world away. The 26,000-square-foot-spa
offers Prada skin treatments and other
services in a luxe environ designed to lull
you into relaxation. Hurry and try the
The spa at The Ritz-Carlton Lodge, Reynolds Plantation
pomegranate body butter massage ($145 for
50 minutes) to keep dry winter skin at bay—
a start like that, this one is going to be well worth the
it comes off the menu mid-month. And for the ultimate
wait. 404.816.4800 or www.mansiononpeachtree.com.
soothing treatment, opt for the holistic herbal infusion
($165), 50 minutes of lavender scented steam, followed
TAKE IT LIKE A MAN!
by a massage with hot towels soaked in aromatic herbs
Move over ladies and make room for the boys! These
and extracts. 706.467.0600 or www.ritzcarlton.com.
days, the men are taking over spas all across town, and
DE-VINE INSPIRATION
with perks like flat-screen TVs, ESPN, beer with a shave
We can’t wait to get a little taste of Napa Valley and a
and wireless Internet access during pedicures, who can
big taste of luxury when Lydia Mondavi (wife of wine
blame them? For a straight razor hot shave that will
mogul Rob Mondavi) opens 29 Spa by Lydia Mondavi
leave you smooth as, well, a baby’s bottom, kick back in
at The Mansion on Peachtree this spring. The 15,000one of the classic barber chairs at Nadine’s Triple
square-foot-spa (named for the highway running
Crown in Virginia Highland. If the cold weather is
doing a number on your nails, chill out for a man’s mani
through Napa Valley) will include 14 treatment rooms,
at Entebello in Buckhead. And for the guy whose back
and feature her grape-seed focused 29 Cosmetics line
could use a little waxing (you know who you are!), the
that just launched at Neiman Marcus in Atlanta in
brand new Grooming Lounge in the Terminus building
November. Mondavi, who is an Atlanta native, signed
offers up shots of Jack and some rockin’ tunes to help
the spa contract in lipstick from her line. We think with
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MERCURY RISING
We’re more than a little obsessed with the new
bluemercury apothecary and spa that just opened at
Perimeter Mall. With more than 50 hard-to-find
beauty brands including Bumble and Bumble,
Frederic Fekkai, T. LeClerc, Serge Lutens, Laura
Mercier and Red Flower, the store is a favorite of
celebrities including Nicole Kidman and Alicia
Keys. Don’t be shy; the associates encourage you to
test, touch, smell and feel all of the products in
stock. And in case that’s not enough to prompt you
into instant beauty overload, the new location offers
two treatment rooms available for facials, massages,
waxing, brow stylings and makeup applications.
770.399.7774 or www.bluemercury.com.

FIT FOR A KING (OR QUEEN!)
Peaches-and-cream pedi prep at the Four Seasons

Expect the royal treatment from the Amrut Snan milk
and honey bath ($350, including a facial) at one of our
East Atlanta faves, NeemTree Spa. We think this
ancient healing ritual, once performed for kings and

PEACHY CLEAN
Step off certain-to-be-congested
14th Street and into the Spa at Four
Seasons Hotel and you might forget
things like road construction and
traffic ever existed. Treatments like a
pumpkin spice body rub ($180), and
a peaches-and-cream mani and pedi
with a peach-scented soak ($45 to
$75) all sound as delicious as they
are pleasurable. And you can indulge
in a chocolate treat that won’t leave
you feeling guilty: The chocolate
truffle body treatment includes a
NeemTree Spa’s milk and honey bath
chocolate mousse facial to restore
moisture and a chocolate truffle
queens of India, is one of the ATL’s ultimate luxuries.
wrap to soothe skin ($180). Now that’s decadence to
Before the treatment begins, therapist Lana Miller
die for. 404.881.9898 or www.fourseasons.com.
blends an Ayurvedic, herb-infused massage oil and
[BODY TREATMENTS]
brews masala chai tea. The dreamy 60-minute Sushupti
FRENCH BLISS
massage involves a liberal use of the warm oil, as well as
We’ve all seen the looming chateau next to I-85 that
a thick paste of milk, rice, oil, rosewater and honey. A
looks more like it belongs in medieval France than mile
long soak in a hot bath filled with milk, honey and
marker 126. But even if the idea of a winery in north
orchids, followed by a fresh vegetarian lunch, round out
Georgia isn’t enough to entice you to Braselton,
the relaxing session. The full experience lasts about two
consider the hot stone massage at The Spa at Château
hours and leaves skin silky smooth and spirits soaring.
404.351.4013 or www.neemtreespa.com.
Élan ($155 to $165). Smooth, river-worn stones are
heated and then massaged over your skin with
TAKE THE PLUNGE!
aromatic oils. And if your shoulders or back need some
A massage on a water table is what we consider ultra
extra attention, no problem; the stones’ hardness can
cool, and that’s exactly what you get during Mind and
be used to apply deeper pressure to any of those sore
Body Day Spa’s floating spirit massage ($95 for 60
spots. Braselton, 800.233.9463 or www.chateauelan.com.
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ease your pain, not that you need it.
Nadine’s Triple Crown, 404.733.0100 or
www.gontc.com. Entebello, 404.477.3434 or
www.entebello.com. The Grooming Lounge,
www.groominglounge.com.

NeemTree Spa’s dreamy 60-minute Sushupti massage involves a liberal use
of warm oil, as well as a thick paste of milk, rice, oil, rosewater and honey.
minutes). Gentle waves rock you from beneath, while a
massage therapist (we love Shannon Shoemaker)
delivers an expert Swedish massage with a gentle touch.
Ocean-inspired music adds to the sensory experience,
and for an extra aquatic boost, add a 15-minute steam
in the thalassotherapy steam capsule before the service
to help warm and loosen tight muscles. 678.366.7825 or
www.mindandbodydayspa.com.

PERFECT 10
Step up to the bar at 10Ten Nail Bar in Morningside
to order one of the city’s best customized manicures
(starting at $20). In this loft-like salon surrounded by
exposed-brick walls, unfinished wood floors, stacked
pebble accents and contemporary furnishings, natural
ingredients are used to represent the five elements of
Chinese philosophy: fire, earth, metal, water and
wood. We select “fire” and are treated to an exfoliating
brown sugar and coconut oil scrub and a cinnamonscented lotion. All this is followed by our choice of
OPI nail polish: try “Argenteeny Pinkini,” an airy shade
of the palest pink. 404.815.6690 or www.10tennailbar.com.
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[FACE-WORK]
RAISING THE BROW
Anyone who’s ever spent time tweezing their eyebrows
knows how tedious and painful it can be, that’s why we
are crazy about the eyebrow threading service ($15) at
Midtown’s Saylah Threading & Day Spa. Threader
Shelly Sharma shapes brows with lightning speed using
the ancient Middle Eastern technique that removes hair
by twisting it between long strands of pure cotton
thread. She expertly pulls hair from the follicle, so the
effect lasts for three weeks to a month. And unlike

The pedis rock at 10Ten.

waxing, there are no chemicals and less damage to the
top layer of skin, making it ideal for those with sensitive
skin. 404.249.1461 or www.saylahdayspa.com.

FANTASTIC FOUR
We’ve had plenty of facials, but only one place in
Atlanta will give us four at one time. Spa on Paces’
four-layer facial ($162) offers 100 minutes of steam,
exfoliation, extractions, seaweed serum, hydrating
cream and a warming hardening mineral mask. Not
only does it cleanse and revitalize your skin, but with
the spa’s peaceful environment, and a neck massage as
the mask hardens on your face, this is one facial that
is more about feeling good than looking that way
(although it does that, too!). And make sure to request
Rozina Hughes; her soothing voice and expert
techniques will (almost) make you forget she’s
scolding you about all of the days you’ve spent in the
sun. 404.237.7712 or www.spaonpaces.com.

ABOUT FACE
City girls—and guys—sometimes need a quick fix
for tired skin, and that’s exactly what the Elemis
power booster facial ($35) from British-based Elemis
delivers in just 30 minutes. This speedy treatment is
preceded by a computer analysis that identifies
problem areas like pores, wrinkles, texture and UV
spots, and then a customized regiment of Elemis
products is recommended. The facial includes a
Rehydrating Rosepetal Cleanser and Rehydrating
Ginseng Toner, a silky Pro-Collagen Marine Cream, a
lifting Exotic Cream Moisturizing mask, an anti-aging
eye serum and moisturizing Exotic Frangipani Monoi
Moisture Melt. The creamy mask is rich in amino

Brow down at Saylah
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Entebello’s lash extension treatments are a must-have.

LASH OUT!
Hollywood A-listers from Oprah to Madonna have
made long, lush eyelashes a must-have for the masses.
Now temporary and semi-permanent lash extensions
come in a variety of lengths and looks, and they are
available locally at Entebello. We like NovaLash
extensions ($250 for semi-permanent) applied by Rená
Smith because of the pharmaceutical-grade adhesive.
Donning magnifying goggles and armed with two pairs
of tweezers, Smith separates individual lashes,
enhancing each with a 10mm extension that stays in
place for up to two months. The process takes time (be
prepared for at least two hours), but the results are well
worth the wait. 404.477.2933 or www.entebello.com.
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Treatments include peels, deep facial cleansing and
exfoliation from expert aestheticians; don’t miss the
90-minute vitamin C facial ($325), which hydrates
your skin for a smoother and healthier complexion.
Trust us, results like these will make you think twice
about applying makeup to your new glowing visage.
404.816.6006 or www.derma-luxe.com.

[FAB FITNESS]
SETTING THE PACE
They started taking clients in November and had a
waiting list within days at the exclusive Pace Club in
Buckhead. Forget crowded locker rooms and lines for
machines here. The best part is the physical assessment
using the BMI-determining Bod Pod, not to mention
sessions with attendants clad in Ralph Lauren Black Label
suits. And clients can expect almonds, berries and spring
water (delivered on silver platters, no less) in an almost
space-age modern environment. This is definitely not
your mom’s gym. 404.680.1566 or www.thepaceclub.com.

TAKE YOUR VITAMINS

SMOOTH MOVES

If you’re more interested in getting a serious facial
than listening to music and smelling scented candles,
Derma-Luxe is your mecca. All of the custom services
at this Buckhead medi-spa use physician-grade
skincare products that you’ll swear work magic.

We can’t think of a better way to recover from a hard
workout than Spa Sydell’s massage stretch ($85 for 60
minutes). You’ll find yourself gently pushed and pulled
into positions you never thought possible, and after
your knees reach the vicinity of your nose (we swear
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acids and natural immune-boosters that leaves your skin
hydrated and fresh. And don’t leave without the ProCollagen Marine Cream, so you’re ready to refresh your
face at a moment’s notice. Elemis counter, Nordstrom, Phipps
Plaza, 404.442.3000 ext.1043 or www.elemis.com.

You’d be hard-pressed to find a
But that’s exactly who blessed

more ringing endorsement than one from, say, His Holiness the XIV Dalai Lama.
the Drepung Loseling Institute last fall during his historic visit to Atlanta.

Trainer Soje White kicks butt.

The ginger glow body treatment at Spa InterContinental

it’s painless) you just might find this passive
stretching routine, based on Thai, Chinese and
other ancient sports massage techniques, leaves you
more invigorated than your workout. It’s a perfect fit
for serious athletes, or for weekend warriors who
want to increase flexibility or minimize aches and
pains. Exclusive to Atlanta Spa Sydell locations.
404.255.7727 or www.spasydell.com.

Danielle Bevins, who gently sweeps away the salts with
warm towels only to apply a second layer of luxury—
WoodSprite’s Get Whipped ultra-rich shea butter and
ginger cream and cocooning fragrant wrap. And if that’s
not enough, the 90-minute service ends with a shea
butter massage that leaves the body relaxed and the
skin revitalized. 404.946.9175 or www.intercontinental.com.

WHEN IN ROME
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THE HEAT IS ON
It seems only appropriate that fab trainer Soje White
opened a gym named H.E.A.T., because there’s no
doubt this Atlanta fitness consultant is hot. Of course,
the name actually stands for High Energy Alternative
Training, and White is seriously dedicated to cardio
and weight training to get his clients fit and looking
good. The early morning group training is one of our
faves: He keeps clients on their toes with
spontaneous runs and creatively named exercises like
“muffin toppers”—a hard-core waist workout. And his
5,000-square-foot facility at Atlantic Station has
more than enough space for White to whip your butt
into shape. 404.355.2733 or www.heatatlanta.com.

[MASSAGE]
GINGER SPICE
For some winter warmth and solace, look no further
than the ginger glow whole-body treatment ($185) at
the Spa InterContinental Buckhead. It begins with a
skin-smoothing session with WoodSprite Organic
Body’s sea salt, which takes advantage of ginger’s
naturally detoxifying attributes while it increases
circulation and warms the body. Ask for therapist

Looking for a deep therapeutic massage? Meet Rome
Cagnina, whose clients have included Meryl Streep,
Edie Falco and Tiki Barber. But you don’t have to be a
Hollywood A-lister to enjoy the fruits of his labor: He
now lives and works in Atlanta. His signature Sam C
technique ($75 for 60 minutes), which he describes as “a
dance between deep pressure and luxury,” is meant to
release tension, improve alignment and relieve pain. But
more importantly, Cagnina says his therapeutic massage
is really an investment in your longevity. Who can argue
with that? 404.201.7994 or www.urbanbodystudios.com.

INSIDE OUT
With locations in both Sandy Springs and Midtown,
10-year-old Nseya Salon and Spa is more widely
known for its hair care and styling than body
treatments, but we think the aromatherapy and hot oil
massage is irresistible. The hour-long treatment ($80)
includes a stress-reducing massage with oils created
from pure essences of flowers and plants, all combined
to create relaxing scents that send clients into a state
of bliss; totally appropriate from a spa whose name is
an African word meaning “uninhibited beauty from
within.” 404.541.1904 or www.nseyasalonspa.com.
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BREATHE EASY
Open since May, Azul Day Spa in Glenwood Park
is an urban retreat with soaring ceilings, river rock
accents, sumptuous products and six treatment
rooms, but the focus here is on aromatherapy.
Services incorporate Aromatherapy Associates’ line
of essential oils made from organically grown
plants. Go for the real aromatherapy massage
experience ($75) where you can choose from
blends with names like “revive,” “relax” or “renew.”
But it’s the a heady mixture of wild chamomile,
petitgrain, frankincense, rosemary and coconut oil
in the de-stress therapy we can’t resist. The massage
techniques also differ according to your
preference—or intention—and we love the fluid
movements of the Swedish massage, which is
designed to allow the essential oils to do their job.
404.622.1972 or www.azuldayspa.net.
Aromatherapy products at Azul Day Spa

preference here. Sevananda’s been here
since 1974, so we know it’s here to stay.
404.320.3336 or www.return2eden.com;
404.681.2831 or www.sevananda.coop.

Buddhist monks in meditation

CLUB KIDS
You’ve already bought the gym membership, so joining
a members-only massage club might seem a little much.
But $30 a month gets you unlimited 60-minute massages
for just $35 each (non-members pay $70) at both Trinity
Massage and Aesthetics locations. And as a bonus: All
massage rooms include iPod docking stations. It will
only take a few minutes with their skillful hands (and
your favorite tunes) to realize these are club dues you’ll
always pay on time. 404.477.5100 or www.trinitymember.com.

[MIND, BODY, SPIRIT]
FEED THE NEED
The right mix of yoga, Pilates and massage therapy may
nourish your mind and spirit, but it takes the right food
to nourish your body. For one of the city’s largest
selections of organic groceries, hit Return to Eden near
the Tara theater where everything in this family-owned
health food store is all natural, and many items glutenfree, dairy free and vegan. Head over to Little Five
Points and you’ll find Sevananda Natural Foods
Market; it’s the largest consumer-owned co-op in the
Southeast—local suppliers, producers and growers get
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You’d be hard pressed to find a more
ringing endorsement than one from,
say, His Holiness the XIV Dalai Lama.
But that’s exactly who blessed Atlanta’s
Drepung Loseling Institute last fall.
The Institute, which is affiliated with
Emory University, serves as the North
American seat of Tibet’s Drepung
Loseling Monastery and teaches—
what else?—the traditions of Tibetan
Buddhism. Looking to completely immerse yourself in
Buddhist studies? The Institute offers fully accredited
courses through Emory, and its “foundation series”
provides a basis for practice at the Drepung Loseling
Monastery in Tibet. If a lesson on Buddhist philosophy
is more your speed, free “basics of meditation” sessions
with Geshe Lobsang Tenzin, the local spiritual director
of Drepung Loseling Institute, are held on the first
Sunday of each month. 770.938.9709 or www.drepung.org.

TAKE A CHANTS
If the yoga classes at your gym just don’t cut it
anymore, take your yoga self a few steps further at the
Atlanta Siddha Yoga Meditation Center. The center,
which opened in 1974, follows the traditional Siddha
Yoga teachings’ goals of achieving full body and mind
relaxation, and self-realization. In other words, yoga
here goes way beyond a few downward dog and
warrior poses. The center offers several different
programs geared toward fitness and spirituality (think
meditation and chanting), and just relocated to a
brand new facility off Briarcliff Road in December.
404.633.0044 or www.symca.org. A
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HOLY MOLY!

Step off the certain-to-be-congested 14th Street and into the Spa at Four
Seasons and you’ll forget road construction and traffic ever existed.

